
Genpact risk consulting enables financial 
institutions to improve efficiency and risk 
coverage through its transformation services

GENERATING BANKING AND FINANCIAL SERVICES IMPACT

DESIGN • TRANSFORM • RUN

Challenges associated with growing regulatory requirements, digital disruption, 
and rising costs are pressing financial institutions (FIs) to transform the risk 
management function. Agile risk management is essential to cope with emerging 
risks, enable better mitigation and support business growth. Genpact’s holistic, 
three-step risk transformation approach and solution enables FIs to address the 
complexities and meet future expectations while maintaining profitability.

Solution
Overview
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Overview
Evolving regulatory expectations, increasing digital 
transactions, and the high cost of non-compliance 
are driving rapid transformation across the risk 
management function. To thrive during this era of 
fundamental transformation, FIs require a sustainable 
and resilient risk management infrastructure, which 
can improve overall efficiency while ensuring higher 
returns. In addition, FIs need to consider process 
simplification, service standardization, automation, 
and digitization in order to achieve an efficient and 
robust risk management function.

The case for risk transformation
FIs are facing a challenging environment 
characterized by increased scrutiny from regulators 
on risk management operations, clients’ growing 
demand for technological capabilities, and relentless 
cost pressure from internal and external stakeholders.

• Heightened regulatory scrutiny – The growing 
complexities of the regulatory environment pose 
significant challenges for financial institutions, 
as regulators continue to expect robust risk 
management standards. The growing regulatory 
scrutiny on risk management operations is pushing 
FIs to reimagine their risk infrastructure

• Cost pressure – FIs are under continuous pressure 
to reduce the operating cost of risk infrastructure; 
however, their efforts have been more ad hoc than 
premeditated. Current operating models are not 
sustainable in this environment. FIs need to minimize 
the cost of compliance and improve the operational 
effectiveness of their risk organizations

• Imbibing risk culture – Non-integrated, ad hoc 
approaches have undermined risk management 
efforts in the past. FIs need to embed the risk 
culture across the enterprise, set accountability, and 
establish governance to transform the way risk is 
managed. Regulatory focus on risk management is 
also driving the need to reinforce oversight and risk 
governance capabilities of the board and 
senior management

To achieve robust risk management and superior 
operations, FIs need to not only implement an 
integrated risk structure across the business, but 
streamline their existing risk infrastructure for 
optimal performance.

Genpact solution
Genpact’s three step risk transformation solution 
enables FIs to achieve an efficient risk management 
function, address organizational complexities, and 
meet future expectations in a profitable manner. These 
steps are explained below:

1. Measure progress towards enterprise risk 
effectiveness by creating a scorecard for regular 
self-assessment of risk effectiveness and 
integrating regular assessment into quarterly 
project reviews

2. Drive change differently by integrating shared 
priorities into a centrally funded program and 
strengthening governance and process efficiency

3. Shift the operating model by creating centers of 
expertise and shared services while also clarifying 
existing roles and decision rights

1U.S. Credit and Collection Manager

Genpact’s three step risk 
transformation solution enables 
FIs to achieve an efficient risk 
management function, address 
organizational complexities, and 
meet future expectations in a 
profitable manner
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Genpact risk transformation model
Genpact’s risk transformation model leverages 
processes, data, and technology levers, such as 
centers of excellence (CoEs), re-engineering, shared 
services, outsourcing, and global delivery centers to 
help financial institutions optimize processes, drive 
efficiency, and improve risk coverage so that they can 
better focus on running their business.

Why Genpact
Genpact has been serving the banking and 
financial services industry, including several 
Fortune 500 clients, for more than 15 years. With 
over 2,000 risk professionals across 70+ global 
delivery centers, Genpact has deep domain 
and industry experience and the demonstrated 
capacity to execute risk transformation.

Our experience with advanced operating models 
provides end-to-end services and solutions that 
begin with a comprehensive review of frameworks to 
accurately assess risk. Our expertise spans across 
the risk management spectrum and combines 
advisory and managed services in order to ensure 
FIs increase profitability while trimming regulatory 
and compliance costs.

Genpact risk transformation activities

1. Measure progress towards 
enterprise risk eectiveness 2. Drive change dierently 3. Shift the operating model
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• Conduct self assessment to 
derive scorecard for proven and 
recognised risk  effectiveness 
based on
- External benchmarks
- Risk components 

and objectives
- Rating agency  criteria
- Internal/external indicators 

(e.g. customer survey)

• Create a common set of  work streams that are 
either implemented or agreed upon and tracked 
across the Risk function integrating group, 
divisional and other priorities

• Conduct a detailed “mapping” of the processes 
and responsibilities across the Risk function, 
to feed into operating model, shared services, 
centers of excellence and process redesign

• Clarify role of Risk Centre and Divisions 
(including role within 3LoD model)

• Finalize structural changes and new roles

• Finalize the list of groups/activities to move to 
shared centers of excellence

• Finalize processes to move to a shared 
services environment

• Redesign, move and right-shore processes

• Redefine risk focus
• Build new capabilities to add value to the 

risk function

• Create a detailed benefits case for the program
• Take to Senior Management for overall 

investment
- Organization/operating model changes
- Streams that need to be “turbo-charged” to 

get the function in the target state

• Establish Steering committee
• PMO with a clear mandate

• Leverage our patented SEP framework to 
identify opportunities for process efficiency

• Base tracking of milestones 
and deliverables on criteria of 
proven and recognized 
risk effectiveness

• Measure program success 
based on rating of scorecard; 
include in objectives of 
management committees

Example

A leading financial services organization needed to 
address the complex regulatory demand for robust 
third-party risk management. Genpact designed a 
comprehensive risk management framework that 
included controls assurance, audits, and risk remediation 
plans. The result? An improved third-party compliance 
rate, from 40% to 90%, in less than one year.



About Genpact
Genpact (NYSE: G) stands for “generating business impact.” We are a global leader in digitally-powered business process management and 
services. Our Lean DigitalSM approach and patented Smart Enterprise ProcessesSM framework reimagine our clients’ operating models end-to-end, 
including the middle and back offices – to deliver growth, efficiency, and business agility. First as a part of GE and later as an independent company, 
we have been passionately serving strategic client relationships including approximately one-fifth of the Fortune Global 500, and have grown to over 
75,000 people. The resulting domain expertise and experience running complex operations are unique and help us drive choices across technology, 
analytics, and organizational design.

For additional information, contact, banking.solutions@genpact.com and visit, http://www.genpact.com/what-we-do/industries/banking-financial-
services

Follow Genpact on Twitter, Facebook, LinkedIn, and YouTube.
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